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Problem
The contacts grouped to DRG 923O is heterogeneous and the DRG do not give a good description of the health care. In addition to

this, contact with other healthcare groups than doctor, dentist or psychologist will not be included in the activity based funding as it is
designed in Norway at the moment.

We therefore want to move well described health care groups out of DRG 923O if possible. We will start with cases with

desensitization to allergens. This group of patients will be moved from different DRG’s to a new DRG 823T Desensitization to
allergens in MDC 40.
DRG change
Cases will move from different DRGs (inclusive DRG 923O) to a new DRG 823T Desensibilisering mot allergener (MDC 40).
Technical change
WGGM00 Hyposensibilisering and WGGM05 Hurtigsensibilisering get a new PROCPR 90O04 Desensitization to allergens. This will
be the criteria for DRG 823T. Regelen vil legges inn mellom eksisterende ORD 124D00003 og 124D000013.

History
#1 - 2016-05-23 09:47 - Martti Virtanen
- File Technical changes #480.xlsx added
- Status changed from Active to Further active

2015-05-20 Martti Virtanen - Nordic Casemix Centre
This case came too late to be discussed at the Expert group meeting 2016.
However, it affects only Norwegian version of NordDRG.
Technical changes shows the COM-level changes that are even more simple than national level. The new property is not used by the other versions of
NordDRG and does therefore not affect any other version.
The case will remain further active to allow commenting by other countries.

#2 - 2017-03-01 11:33 - Anonymous
Susan Berggren NPK,Sweden 2017-03-01
Sweden has nothing against that Norway makes this change. We shall review whether Sweden should make this change too

#3 - 2017-03-06 14:58 - Anja Fagervold

2021-11-29
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This change is already implemented in the Norwegian 2017 version.

#4 - 2017-03-11 20:49 - Martti Virtanen
2017-03-10 Martti Virtanen
Norway has made the change in the national version.
However, since the case affects other contries, this need a further discussion.

#5 - 2017-05-12 16:02 - Martti Virtanen
- File Technical changes case #480.xlsx added

2017-03-13 Expert group
Accpeted as proposed
The new tecghnical changes document shows, that the case will not affect other versions than NordDRG Nor. The logic changes was but also to Com
(and Dan) versions which was not intended.

#6 - 2018-01-09 15:21 - Martti Virtanen
- Status changed from Further active to Accepted
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